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The ‘crush’ of ideologies: The United
States, the Arab world, and Cold War

modernisation
Nathan J. Citino

History Department, Colorado State University, Fort Collins,
80523-1776, USA

This article re-examines America’s approach to cold war modernisation in

US–Arab relations during the era of Nasser. It shows how US and Arab
modernisers pursued different aims on the basis of similar assumptions about the

nature of societal change. By analysing Arabic political literature and describing
US–Arab conflicts over development in Iraq and Egypt, it illustrates how the cold

war raised expectations regarding total modernising systems and escalated an
earlier rivalry among Arab anti-colonial movements. This contribution fills a
gap between studies of cold war development that emphasise conflict and those

that explain modernisation theory in an exclusively American context.

Syrian foreign minister Khalid al-‘Azm (1903–65), having studied the stars’ handprints

outside Grauman’s Chinese Theater, proclaimed Hollywood as epitomising America’s

‘peculiarities’. A leftist from the powerful family that once governed Ottoman Damascus,

al-‘Azm’s presence in the setting where Marilyn Monroe had recently left her mark seems

incongruous. Yet, al-‘Azm’s experience in important respects typifies that of Third World

elites during the cold war. Invited to San Francisco in 1955 to ceremonies marking the

tenth anniversary of the United Nations, al-‘Azm used the trip to seek economic aid from

both superpowers and from international development agencies. At the UN festivities, he

exchanged a handshake with president Dwight D. Eisenhower. His itinerary included

meetings with UN secretary general Dag Hammarskjöld, US ambassador to the UN Adlai

Stevenson, World Bank president Eugene Black, and Soviet foreign minister Vyacheslav
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Molotov. As important as these official meetings, however, was al-‘Azm’s experience of
America itself. As he travelled from New York to Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and

Washington DC, al-‘Azm assessed America’s economy, people, culture, and even its food,

thereby putting to the test Americans’ claim to offer a model to developing societies. The
foreign minister would repeat this performance two years later on a trip to the Soviet

Union, where the favourable impression left by the Soviets’ hydroelectric dams, natural
resources, and artistic treasures validated his decision to conclude an economic aid

agreement with Moscow.1

It would be easy enough to situate al-‘Azm in the conventional, bipolar framework

of superpower competition for the Third World following the Bandung Conference,
which he also attended. From this perspective, al-‘Azm tilted toward the Eastern bloc

because he believed that Moscow provided the better formula by which a developing

country such as Syria, previously a League of Nations mandate controlled by France,
could overcome its colonial past. But al-‘Azm’s own account of his career challenges

such an interpretation. In his memoir, al-‘Azm defines his politics with respect to four
modernising ideologies: pan-Arab nationalism, political Islam, American liberalism,

and Soviet communism. He bitterly criticised Egyptian president Gamal ‘Abd al-
Nasser and Syria’s 1958–61 union with Egypt in the United Arab Republic (UAR) for

turning Syria into an ‘Egyptian colony [musta‘mara Misriya ]’; castigated the Muslim

Brotherhood along with Syria’s political parties for infighting and weakness; and
justified his refusal of American Point Four aid, while denying that he had embraced

communism.2 Reading al-‘Azm’s Mudhakkirat and contemporary Arabic political
writings reveals that America’s cold war campaign to modernise the Arab world

involved a competition against not only Soviet but also pan-Arab and Islamist visions
of the future.

The US–Arab encounter deserves a fresh look given the trend in cold war history of
moving postcolonial societies from the periphery to the centre. In The Global Cold

War, Odd Arne Westad portrays the superpowers as contending to define modernity

by demonstrating ‘the universal applicability of their ideologies’ in newly independent,
developing states.3 Recently, historians have complicated a bipolar narrative by

describing multisided struggles over modernisation in particular settings. These
accounts examine how developing states tried to defend their hard-won independence

by pursuing ‘third way’ development policies, as well as how the superpowers,
countries from their respective blocs, and regional actors promoted different

modernising strategies as they fought for political and economic advantage.4

Another set of studies analyses the US approach to modernisation in an exclusively

American intellectual and political context. Nils Gilman, Michael Latham, and others

have described how modernisation theory combined interdisciplinary social science
with a global vision of the New Deal to become Washington’s liberal answer to

Marxism-Leninism. Associated with intellectuals such as Daniel Lerner and Walt
Rostow, modernisation theory provided a framework through which elites could

manage social change, a market-based prescription for economic development, and a
justification for US intervention in postcolonial countries. It defined modernity as the
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antithesis of tradition and envisioned development assistance as hastening societies’
linear progress toward a universal model represented by the US. This path involved

‘integrated and interdependent’ changes across societies reflected in media

consumption, social mobility, and economic growth.5

Yet modernisers from the decolonising world shared many of these basic assumptions

about development with their American counterparts, even while differing sharply with
them over political objectives. A gap therefore exists between histories that describe

development politics as an international battleground and studies that explain US
modernisation theory as an outgrowth of American liberalism. Understanding cold war

development requires closer attention to the concepts that united American with Third
World modernisers, as well as to the conflicts that divided them.

This gap in the literature is addressed by re-examining America’s approach to cold

war modernisation in the context of US–Arab relations. This article shows how US
and Arab modernisers pursued different aims on the basis of similar assumptions

about societal change and engaged in political conflict using a shared language of
development. It offers further evidence for historian Salim Yaqub’s claim that ‘a clash

of interests and priorities, not of civilizations’ divided Americans and Arabs.6 The
Arab Middle East provides a useful focus for studying cold war modernisation

because, as al-‘Azm indicated, Washington’s development model was one of four
competing in the same geographic area. Pan-Arab nationalism, the leading regional

alternative to the superpowers’ prescriptions, combined unity, economic justice, and

independence in a vision of the future briefly embodied in the UAR. But this vision
foundered even before the disastrous June 1967 war as the result of intense rivalries

among Nasser and other leaders and their failure to deliver prosperity. With the UAR’s
break-up, pan-Arabism gave way to a variety of state-driven economic programmes

within individual Arab countries. Though pan-Arabists derided state borders as
vestiges of colonialism, these boundaries came to mark the geographic units in which

Arab peoples pursued development.7

Against the backdrop of pan-Arabism’s rise and failure, this article presents three
linked perspectives on the cold war in the Arab world. The first part places American

modernisation theory in a context larger than domestic US liberalism by surveying
contemporary Arabic development literature from across the political spectrum. It

shows how the postwar generation of Arab modernisers used America as an external
referent, much as their predecessors had once used Europe. During the cold war, they

invoked America as embodying, for better or worse, the fullest realisation of a
particular kind of development. Like US modernisation theorists, they debated Arabs’

future on the terrain of America’s past and present. While Arab modernisers saw

America’s historical path as instructive, unlike their US counterparts they did not
regard the American experience as paradigmatic. Rather, Arab writers exhibited

knowledge about America as a way of demonstrating their mastery of developmental
processes. This group of intellectuals included both pan-Arabists and Islamists, for

whom the American example served different purposes and whose ideological rivalry
would prove as significant for the Arab world as the superpowers’ cold war.
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The second part considers how the clash between pan-Arab and national development
strategies intersected with the superpower contest. It examines the ideological conflict in

revolutionary Iraq, where development debates determined who would control the
country’s oil. The US backed the pan-Arab Ba‘th out of concern over Iraqi prime minister

‘Abd al-Karim Qasim’s close relations with the Soviet Union and domestic Communists.
American fears were piqued by the Iraqi military court led by Qasim’s cousin, Colonel

Fadl ‘Abbas al-Mahdawi. Aligned with Iraqi Communists against Nasser, Mahdawi
persecuted Ba‘thists and other pan-Arabists who called for Iraqi adherence to the UAR,

while his ‘People’s Court’ witnessed raucous debates about whether historical forces were
pushing Iraq toward Arab unity or a People’s Republic. Despite American support for a
Ba‘thist coup in February 1963 that included bloody massacres of Communists, within a

decade Iraq opted for a state development strategy based on nationalising its oil industry
and alignment with the Soviet Union.

Lastly, I feature the cold war US official who enjoyed the widest contacts in the Arab
Middle East: William R. Polk. A Harvard Arabist before joining the State Department’s

Policy Planning Council in 1961, Polk studied Arab modernisation and discussed its
challenges in intimate conversations with Nasser and other leaders. Polk sought to

refocus Nasser’s attention on internal development, weaning him from Soviet aid and
diverting him from conflict with Israel and involvement in Yemen’s civil war. Nasser
sought to preserve his regional influence following Syria’s secession from the UAR,

while pursuing Arab socialism as Egypt’s national development strategy. Despite
serious political differences, however, Polk and Nasser shared a secular, authoritarian

conception of modernisation based on urban, elite management of rural social
problems and opposition to the Muslim Brotherhood.

American modernisers’ cold war effort to develop the Arab world entangled them in
a multisided competition in which they shared some basic assumptions with their

ideological rivals. In the context of the superpower struggle, American and Arab elites’
mutual goal of economic growth, shared perception of historical change as linear, and

common belief that social transformation would occur as a ‘bundle of traits’ provided
the basis for political conflict.8 Already unsustainable by the late 1960s, this set of
assumptions suffered a precipitous decline among Americans and Arabs as it proved to

offer them a guide only to war and economic turmoil.

America as a foil

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Europe provided both the template

and foil for Middle Eastern reform. Travel writing, as practised by Rifa‘a al-Tahtawi
(1801–73) and Taha Husayn (1889–1973), became the key genre through which elites

criticised supposedly more advanced societies and envisioned futures for their own.9

With the cold war, the superpowers competed to bring Arab visitors (such as Khalid al-

‘Azm) to Washington and Moscow, which supplanted London and Paris on modernisers’
itineraries and in their writings. In addition, Arab elites born after 1900 experienced

European colonialism within the post-Ottoman state system and witnessed an intense
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competition among anti-colonial ideologies including Arab nationalism, communism
and political Islam.10 This competition set the stage for the cold war in the Arab world.

It fostered modernisers’ practice of defining their prescriptions by negation, contrasting

their programmes with those of rival movements and grouping ideological enemies
together as symbols of tradition. During the Spanish Civil War, for instance, Syrian

Communist Khalid Bakdash (1912–95) warned Arabs about how General Franco
recruited Moroccan Islamists to fascism by vowing to ‘save Islam’ from communism.

Bakdash likewise criticised Syrian nationalists for mistakenly believing that they could win
concessions from the French Right. He urged all Arabs to join the Soviet Union and

France’s popular front in the anti-fascist struggle.11 This ideological competition among

anti-colonial movements, which shifted during the 1940s into a fight to control
independent states, conditioned Arab responses to the superpower rivalry.

A prime example of such a response came from al-Bahi al-Khuli, a propagandist for
Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood founder Hasan al-Banna (1906–49). Al-Khuli’s 1948

book, Al-Islam: La shuyu‘iya wa la ra’smaliya (Islam: Neither Communism nor
Capitalism), criticises both superpowers as worshipping materialist idols but also meets

them on the field of economic development. In fact, al-Khuli commends Islam as a socio-
economic system to Egyptian youth facing the ‘crush [zahma ]’ of rival ideologies and

theories.12 Al-Khuli describes Islam as a universal guide to human fulfilment that

prefigured and transcended both cold war ideologies. Employing the metaphor of God’s
creation as a great table to which all are invited, al-Khuli provides a vision of modern

Islamic society combining material achievement with both freedom and equality.
His interpretation of Islamic law is specific enough to prescribe policies on labour,

economic rights and trade.
In the context of ideological competition focused on development, political Islam and

US modernisation theory met as comparable rivals. Political scientist Muhammad Shawqi
Zaki’s seminal 1952 study of the Muslim Brotherhood, which began as a Cairo University

thesis supervised by a Brotherhood official, explicitly equated political Islam with the

superpowers’ ideologies.13 He also shared with other postwar modernisers a concern with
fundamental social change, rather than mere economic development, and a belief that

such change could be measured. Six years before Daniel Lerner wrote in The Passing of
Traditional Society that ‘the conditions which define modernity form an interlocking

“system”’, Zaki portrayed al-Banna’s Islamic message as a ‘total social system [nizam
ijtima‘i kamil ]’.14 Bakdash’s postwar writings applied this same term to communism.15

Anticipating Walt Rostow’s Stages of Economic Growth and its focus on non-revolutionary

change, Zaki also outlined a progression of linear ‘stages [marahil ]’ by which the
Brotherhood sought to cultivate an Islamic society, beginning with the individual and

proceeding to the family, community, and government. Zaki studied the Brotherhood’s
economic activities and used public opinion surveys to measure changes in individuals’

consciousness.16 Zaki shared this interest in mass opinion with both Lerner and Zaynab
al-Ghazzali (1917–2005), who led the Brotherhood’s female auxiliary.17

Sayyid Qutb (1906–66), the Muslim Brotherhood leader whom Nasser had executed,
likewise developed an interpretation of Islam as a ‘system [nizam ]’ and ‘method
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[minhaj ]’ that he claimed was superior to the superpowers’ formulas.18 Although both

American and Islamist writers cite Qutb’s journey across America (1948–50) as turning

him toward radical Islam, defining such a system with reference to the US places him in

the company of secular postwar modernisers.19 To head off his arrest for criticising the

Egyptian monarchy, Qutb’s supporters secured an invitation for him to study America’s

educational system. This cold war junket proved significant in the evolution of political

Islam from an anti-colonial movement allied with pan-Arab nationalism into an

antagonistic ideological system following Nasser’s seizure of power and subsequent break

with the Brotherhood. After visiting Greeley, Colorado, where Qutb famously observed

adolescents dancing immodestly at church, he wrote to a colleague about his future plans

to devise a ‘total social programme [barnamaj ijtima‘i kamil ]’.20 Qutb’s programme

reflected not only criticism of America, but also the longstanding conflict within Egypt

between Islamists and Communists. In Ma‘rakat al-Islam wa al-ra’smaliya (The Battle of

Islam and Capitalism), Qutb offers a Marxist-inspired critique linking Egyptian

landowners and capitalists to US economic imperialism. Justice for Egypt’s rural masses

required breaking landowners’ stranglehold on land, credit and water, and establishing a

state monopoly over exports. For him, Point Four merely disguised imperialism as

development. At the same time, he described Islam as a philosophy that included the

social justice aspects of socialism and communism but that, as God intended, elevated

human life above crude materialism.21

Qutb shared modernisation theorists’ linear conception of history and use of America

as the benchmark modern society. He ridicules those who confuse the idea of Islam with

the historical circumstances of its founding and rejects the stereotypical image of Arabs

riding camels in the desert for implying Islam’s incompatibility with 1400 years of

technological innovation.22 Instead, Qutb reconfigures Orientalist imagery to associate

Islam with forward progress. Rather than trailing in the caravan’s ‘train [dhayl ]’, he

declares, Muslims should seize the camel’s ‘reins [al-zimam ]’.23 Before Rostow extolled

high mass-consumption society as the most advanced developmental stage, Qutb

lambasted American materialism. Nevertheless, Qutb could admire America’s relative

mass prosperity. He notes in ‘Adala al-ijtima‘iya fi al-Islam (Social Justice in Islam), the

first edition of which he completed before setting sail for New York, that an American

worker could own ‘a radio set and his own automobile and his income permits him and

his family a weekly excursion or a visit to the cinema’.24 This ‘vast workshop’ successfully

mobilised its people to achieve ‘material goals’, but it failed to value ‘the spirit [al-ruh ]’.

Americans’ high rates of venereal disease, teen pregnancy, and drunkenness were

symptoms of their ‘primitiveness [bada’iya ]’ and made clear the dangers of mixing

between the sexes.25 Qutb exhorted his readers to overcome Egypt’s staggering

inequalities and to construct a more humane society than the one wrongly regarded as the

world’s most developed. While Egyptians possessed extraordinary genius compared to the

Americans, these treasures were squandered in ‘a wretched ignorance, illiteracy, and

poverty so that a handful of “pashas” and “pot-bellies” could enjoy a luxury unknown in

the Middle Ages’.26
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Qutb explicitly rejected claims that the US should serve as the model for developing
countries. Using a kind of comparison deployed by other modernisers, he contrasted

the universality of Islam with the parochial and bigoted nature of rival modernising
systems. Communism merely served the interests of the Russian state, Qutb argued,

and if the rest of the world became like America, it would be a ‘human catastrophe
without doubt’.27 In the case of the US, racism belied Americans’ pretensions to offer a

universal example:

Islam became free of tribal and racial partisanship – besides being free of
partisanship based on family and lineage, so that it attained a level which Western
‘civilisation’ has not reached even in our day. For this is the civilization which
permits the American conscience to engage in an organized extermination of the
Red Indian race while the rest of the world looks on, just as it permits that miserable
discrimination between white and black, a loathsome savagery, and it is the
civilization which permits the government of South Africa to make open racial laws
against the colored and permits the governments of Russia, China, India, Ethiopia,
Yugoslavia and others to exterminate all their Muslims.28

Qutb drives the point home with his graphic description of an incident that he claims
personally to have witnessed in which a group of whites stomped and kicked ‘a lone Negro
youth’ until the belated arrival of police caused the ‘barbarous crowd’ to scatter like ‘jungle

beasts’.29 Americans’ racism had foreign policy implications, as the Turkish troops who
served in Korea allegedly discovered. According to Qutb, the Americans found Turks

acceptable non-western allies only because they had white skin, but even so deprived them
of air support and of adequate food and ammunition during combat.30 From his

encounter with America, Qutb derived authority to criticise the model promoted by the
US abroad and fashioned an antithesis for his alternative Islamic path.

Qutb’s conceptual affinities with contemporary, secular modernisers are apparent

from a comparison with Hassan Fathy (1900–1989), an architect who was, like Qutb, a
western-educated Egyptian from an elite rural family. Fathy advocated culturally

appropriate housing for Egypt’s rural masses, and his model village at New Gourna,
built opposite Luxor in the late 1940s, employed local materials of mud brick and

hand-crafted domed roofs. He contrasted the economy of this approach with village
projects undertaken with Point Four aid.31 By giving residents a role in designing and
constructing their own dwellings, Fathy also sought to incorporate individuality and

community into modern, mass society. Like Qutb, Fathy felt that human values were
absent from the materialist visions promoted by both East and West:

Inexorably and largely unchallenged, the promoters of sameness have prevailed and
have eliminated from modern life the tradition of individuality. Mass
communications, mass production, mass education are the marks of our modern
societies, which, whether communist or capitalist, are in these respects
indistinguishable.32

Fathy presented the growing suburban communities of the United States as the
opposite of his plan for housing the world’s poor. Unlike in Arab villages, where

peoples from different income levels associated freely, suburbia was designed to
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preclude spontaneous interaction. This criticism provided the basis for Fathy’s attack

on modernisation theory, including the idea that developing societies’ future would

necessarily resemble America’s present:

There is a tendency to take for granted that the type of civilization seen in the USA
today – which is indeed the fullest development yet seen of a particular social and
technological trend – represents the future for all societies that have not yet reached
the USA level. Even those who look beyond the present scene in the USA tend to
believe that it is at least a necessary stage in the evolution of societies, and that the
countries that today are called underdeveloped must pass through a stage in which
their society and urban scene will resemble that of the USA today. This view is surely
far too simplistic.

The US had become an ‘industrially overdeveloped country’, he explained, where ‘man

has been subordinated to the machine, and the cities designed for cars’. Just as Qutb

described America as the land of savagery, Fathy characterised the US as ‘the most

backward country on earth’.33 Basing his development vision on secular Arab values,

Fathy nevertheless followed Qutb in constructing America as a materialist dystopia

enslaved to the ‘meaningless and featureless cycle of production and consumption’.34

As critics of America’s present, Qutb and Fathy turned the tables on Lerner’s

sociological investigation of the Middle East, but theorists of pan-Arab nationalism

refined their agendas through study of the American past. The implications of US history

for Arabs were far from self-evident, however, and that history was subject to contrasting

interpretations. Abu Khaldun Sati‘ al-Husri (1881–1968), born in Yemen to an Ottoman

official from Aleppo, predicated his linguistic nationalism on a historical contrast between

the United States and the Arab world. Given a lengthy career pre-dating the cold war and

Nasser’s rise, al-Husri served as a transitional figure who rested his arguments for

linguistic pan-Arabism mainly on historical evidence from Europe before mobilising the

American past in postwar arguments over a potential pan-Arab state. Rejecting the

criticism that America’s separation from Britain invalidated linguistic nationalism, al-

Husri cites the ratio of nine-to-one non-English- to English-speaking immigrants

entering the US during the years 1820–1940 to portray the United States as a polyglot

society.35 For this reason, there was a ‘tremendous difference [ikhtilafan kabiran ]’

between Arab countries and the US.36

By contrast, the Iraqi academic and diplomat ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Bazzaz (1913–73)

expounded his constitutional vision for a pan-Arab state using American federalism as a

positive example and contrasting it with the Soviet system. On the one hand, he wrote, the

Soviet Union’s constitution provided for an authoritarian, unitary state while

masquerading as a federation of sovereign republics. On the other hand, the more

desirable form of American federalism emerged only through a historical process that

overcame the emphasis on states’ rights and their tendency to regard themselves as states

in the international (duwal) rather than the federal (wilayat) sense. Aside from the ‘color

problem [mushkilat al-malunin ]’ and residual animosity from the Civil War, federalism

had helped to foster social homogeneity, leaving only minor regional differences.

He stressed that these observations came ‘from experience [‘an tajriba ]’ travelling in the
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US.37 A supporter of Nasser and the UAR, al-Bazzaz hoped that a similar process could
overcome the territorial nationalism and rivalry among leaders that he regarded as

obstacles to Arab unity.
At the very time when modernisation theory gained currency among US policy

makers and Rostow joined John Kennedy’s administration, battles over Arab
leadership came to focus on economic development. Nasser introduced Arab socialism

in the UAR by nationalising major industries, an approach that he and his supporters
portrayed as superior to the American model. In Al-Mantiq al-thawri (Revolutionary

Logic), ‘Abdullah al-Rimawi, a Nasserist from Ramallah, sought to elevate Arabism
from a ‘viewpoint [al-nazra ]’ to the level of a ‘theory [al-nazariya ]’ based on a
Rostovian, linear concept of historical progress.38 He characterised Arab socialism as

‘the most prominent principle of this historical stage [abraz mabda’ fi hadhihi al-
marhala al-ta’rikhiya ]’, which encompasses ‘the whole of humanity [shamila

insaniya ]’ as evidenced by simultaneous protests against the American military
presence in Japan, Turkey and South Korea.39 Despite his embrace of American

federalism, al-Bazzaz agreed that Arabs should follow the global trend toward
socialism and eschew America’s example. The United States’ ‘individualism [ fardiya ]’,

al-Bazzaz observed, was the product of greed in the exploitation of its natural
resources, circumstances which made it exceptional as opposed to exemplary.
Rejecting American-style liberalism, he cited Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal and

Kennedy’s policies as embodying this undesirable attribute.40

American and Arab modernisers shared a cold war intellectual environment that

combined conceptual similarities with sharp ideological differences. Like US
modernisation theorists, Arab elites constructed representations of America’s past and

present in order to envision developing societies’ future. Al-Bazzaz shared the assumption
that the lessons of American history could be used to accelerate developmental processes

in the Arab world. Rather than adopting the US as their model, however, he and other
Arab modernisers invoked America as a foil against which to define rival agendas.

The ‘People’s Court’

Al-Bazzaz’s stormy political career in Iraq illustrates the violent potential of ideological
conflict and the failure of pan-Arabism to transcend the post-Ottoman system of Arab
states. From prisoner to prime minister, his experience also shows what consequences

could result from modernisers’ political clashes within a shared set of assumptions about
the linear and systematic nature of societal change. Following the July 1958 revolution,

when ‘Abd al-Karim Qasim and other free officers overthrew the Iraqi monarchy, different
actors contended to shape Iraq’s future, as well as to control its oil. The United States

associated modernisation with the interests of the Iraq Petroleum Company (IPC) and
promoted the country’s western-oriented development with oil revenues invested by the

development board established by Britain. But a bitter ideological conflict erupted
between Iraq’s Communists and the pan-Arab Ba‘th Party over the revolution’s direction,

a clash that centred around whether Iraq should join the UAR. At stake was the possibility
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of either Nasser or the Soviet Union gaining influence over Iraqi oil. Ba‘thists and
Communists waged a theoretical war over the revolution’s historical meaning, disputing

whether it set Iraq on a path toward Arab unity or toward a People’s Republic. Though not

himself a Ba‘thist, al-Bazzaz was the leading Iraqi intellectual to portray the revolution as a
step toward Arabs’ inevitable union.

Al-Bazzaz appeared before Mahdawi’s ‘People’s Court’ as the star defence witness in
the political trial of ‘Abd al-Salam ‘Arif, a free officer whose support for Iraqi

adherence to the UAR precipitated a falling out with Qasim. Qasim’s refusal to
subordinate himself to Nasser led to tension with Iraqi Ba‘thists and a tenuous alliance

with domestic Communists. Mahdawi’s Communist supporters, including ethnic
Kurds, opposed joining the UAR because Nasser suppressed Communists within it.

The court’s prosecutor accused ‘Arif of threatening Iraq’s ‘democratic republican

system [al-nizam al-jumhuri al-dimuqrati ]’ and internal unity among ‘its Arabs and
Kurds [‘Arabihi wa Akradihi ]’.41 ‘Arif was charged with attempting to kill Qasim and

conspiring to deliver Iraq to Nasser. The trial ranged beyond particular crimes,
however, to address competing pan-Arab and Communist agendas. Al-Bazzaz not

only disputed the accusations against ‘Arif but also sparred with Mahdawi over the
nature of changes confronting Iraq.

Underlying the pair’s exchange was an ideological debate over how to interpret
Iraq’s revolution within a framework of linear historical progress. In his preface to the

court transcript, Mahdawi described the revolution as moving Iraq beyond its colonial

past by establishing a democratic republic to ‘deliver justice to the worker and the
peasant [anasafat al-‘amil wa al-fallah ]’.42 During his interrogation, Mahdawi accused

pan-Arabists of conspiring against the republic’s sovereignty and played cat-and-
mouse with al-Bazzaz by challenging him to explain how Arabs could achieve unity.

The witness replied that he supported ‘the gradual unification [al-ittihad al-tadriji ]’ of
the Arab states, an answer reflecting his belief that a historical process would reconcile

states’ sovereignty with unity.43 In his own account of the ordeal, al-Bazzaz accused

Communists of cynically promoting a loose Arab ‘federal union’ as an alternative to
the UAR to conceal their subservience to Soviet imperialism. He charged that in

portraying July 1958 as a class revolution and differentiating his own proposals for an
Arab ‘path to union [tariq ila al-ittihad ]’ from ‘the path of people’s democracy [al-

tariq al-sha‘bi al-dimuqrati ]’, Communists misrepresented historical reality. Al-Bazzaz
claimed that Communists associated pan-Arab nationalism narrowly with Nasser’s

ambitions in order to ‘turn [sarafa ]’ Iraqis away from ‘the latent Arab desire [raghbat

al-‘Arab al-kamina ]’ for unity, a historical juggernaut that transcended any particular
leader. The fact that Arab states pursued individual policies, al-Bazzaz explained, did

nothing to detract from Arabs’ manifest destiny, a situation he compared to the history
of the United States. In the ideological fight that played out in Mahdawi’s court,

America served as al-Bazzaz’s template for Arab unity.44

The ‘People’s Court’ helped to polarise Iraqi politics between Arab nationalists and

Communists, while stoking American fears of a Communist takeover. Following a
failed coup in Mosul backed by Nasser, al-Bazzaz was held with other nationalists at
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Abu Ghraib prison before he fled to Egypt.45 After the court condemned Ba‘thists
implicated in the Mosul conspiracy, the Ba‘th attempted unsuccessfully in October

1959 to assassinate Qasim. Mahdawi raced home from China where, according to the

Central Intelligence Agency, ‘he had been sent to cool off ’.46 Early in 1960, Mahdawi
initiated proceedings against Ba‘thists complicit in the attempt on Qasim, including

the gunman Saddam Hussein ‘al-Tikriti’ who, having escaped to Cairo, was charged in
absentia. One US diplomat described Mahdawi as the ‘picture of sadistic demogoguery

at its best’ who has ‘missed few opportunities to link “American” with anything
reprehensible’. Mahdawi’s ‘personal claque and the Communists’ felt ‘overjoyed at this

opportunity to discredit all their enemies collectively and under official auspices’.47

Qasim’s moves against western oil interests prompted US intervention in Iraq’s

ideologically charged politics. First, Qasim renewed Iraq’s claim to Kuwait as an Iraqi

province when Britain granted the shaykhdom independence. Second, he authorised Law
80, expropriating from IPC all oilfields not already in production. State Department

officials believed that Qasim may have taken this latter step ‘to compensate the Soviet
Union for its veto’ of independent Kuwaiti representation at the United Nations.48

In spring 1962, the US embassy in Baghdad prepared for an anti-Qasim coup by
identifying Communists who might in such an instance come to Qasim’s defence.

Embassy staff compiled lists from published Iraqi sources, including al-Bilad and al-

Akhbar. These newspapers printed the names of those who planned to attend, or who had
signed petitions supporting, the Soviet-sponsored World Conference for Complete

Disarmament and Peace, scheduled for July in Moscow. ‘Taken together’, boasted embassy
secretary William Lakeland, ‘these lists provide a “Who’s Who” of communists and

communist sympathisers active in Iraq today.’ Lakeland and his colleague James Akins
transmitted rosters of Iraqi Communists, many of them professors, journalists, and

teachers, to the State Department.49 Qasim was overthrown on 8 February 1963, and

when he was murdered the next day, Mahdawi died beside him. The Ba‘th, working from
lists allegedly supplied by the US, then carried out bloody retribution against the

Communists and their supporters in which thousands were massacred.50

American officials hoped that the coup would set Iraq on a modernising path friendly

to IPC. National Security Council staffer Robert Komer wrote to President Kennedy that
the new government, whether led by Ba‘thist civilians or army nationalists, would ‘be

more reasonable with oil companies’, be ‘pro-Nasser, but opposed to union’, and ‘lay off
Kuwait’.51 Secretary of State Dean Rusk wanted to assure the new leaders that ‘differences

between US institutions’ and Iraq’s were no obstacles to cooperating on development.

Rusk called for ‘rejection of [the] communist blueprint for modernization’ and
‘reasonable solutions to outstanding problems with IPC’.52 In the coup’s aftermath,

‘Arif became president and named al-Bazzaz ambassador to the UAR.
Nationalist upheavals in other Arab capitals, including the overthrow on 8 March of a

Syrian government led by Khalid al-‘Azm, and new talks among Egypt, Syria, and Iraq,
failed to revive formal union. While Egypt retained the official name of the United Arab

Republic, Arab states would pursue development within existing political borders. As
early as 4 March, State Department official William Polk reported that the new Iraqi
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regime sought to federate with, rather than annex, Kuwait and hoped to palliate Nasser by
supporting his military campaign in Yemen and through contributions to an Arab

development fund.53 ‘Arif subsequently purged Ba‘thists from the government and later

promoted al-Bazzaz to prime minister.
Shifting gears from pan-Arabism to national development, the former ‘People’s

Court’ witness still articulated his agenda with respect to America’s example in a linear
historical framework. In 1965, al-Bazzaz complimented Vice President Hubert

Humphrey, whom he knew from ‘reading and admiring’ the latter’s ‘speeches on
liberalism’. The prime minister explained that ‘Iraq is developing, after a series of

revolutions, into a stage of practical evolution as a member of the free world community’.
A socialist, ‘but not Marxist or Communist’ regime, the Iraqi government ‘believes in

government intervention to achieve social justice’, a formula to which Humphrey

responded as a ‘sympathetic mind’, relating it to the New Deal and the War on Poverty.
Noting the importance to Iraq of cooperation with Nasser, al-Bazzaz nevertheless

emphasised that he pursued such relations ‘as the head of a fully sovereign Arab state’.54

This retreat from pan-Arabism facilitated the prime minister’s June 1966 agreement

recognising ‘Kurds’ national rights’.55

Although al-Bazzaz had downplayed the possibility of further nationalisations,

American hopes of securing IPC through Qasim’s removal were soon disappointed.
Consuming countries’ increasing dependence on oil imports and the growing

leverage of producing governments over the western companies played important

roles in this outcome.56 In 1968, the Ba‘thists returned to power, with the Tikriti
faction of ‘People’s Court’ defendant Saddam Hussein seizing control by arresting

former officials, including al-Bazzaz.57 Facing renewed conflict with Kurds, Ba‘thists
sought to reconcile with Communists, but the latter had difficulty setting aside the

legacy of 1963. The Ba‘th finally succeeded in co-opting the Communist Party on the
basis of a National Action Charter, issued in November 1971, which called for

relations with ‘socialist countries’ and ‘the liberation of oil wealth from foreign

domination and exploitation’.58 The Iraqi Communist Party–Central Committee
praised the Charter as ‘a progressive programme for socio-economic transformation,

clearly rejecting the path of capitalist development’.59 Following an April 1972 visit by
Alexei Kosygin, who signed an Iraqi–Soviet Treaty of Friendship and pledged

Moscow’s help marketing Iraq’s oil, Iraq nationalised IPC and Communists joined
the government.60

The ‘People’s Court’ had featured an ideological clash between Communists and
Ba‘thists, whose increasingly radical terms precipitated US intervention to save Iraq’s

economic ties to the West. Yet the parties’ shared desire to exploit changing economic

circumstances enabled them to suppress their violent past in a mutual rejection of
America’s modernising prescription. This limited collaboration on an independent

path to national development became possible once pan-Arab union was no longer
realistic. Iraq’s Communists and Ba‘thists checked their political differences by

upholding their common belief in the social transformation to which that path
would lead.
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Polk and the ‘new men’

William Polk’s relationship with Nasser and his circle offers the best example of how

American and Arab modernisers shared assumptions about the development ‘process’,

while differing over its political trajectory. Addressing the Cairo Conference on

Questions of Economic Development in July 1962, Nasser summed up his hope,

shared by Polk, that poor countries could speed up modernisation. Developing

peoples, Nasser proclaimed, ‘are now firmly determined to compensate for the past

and catch up with the future under circumstances of rapid progress’.61 He defended

Egyptian intervention on behalf of republican forces in Yemen’s civil war as an attempt

to jump start this process in a backward corner of the Arab world. Five million

liberated Yemenis, he declared in a December 1962 speech, would represent an Arab

victory over reaction and a force in ‘our path to progress [tariqna ila al-taqaddum ]’.62

On a regional tour in early 1963, Polk spoke with officials including Hakim ‘Amr,

Anwar Sadat and Nasser about Egypt’s confrontation against Saudi Arabia, which

backed Yemeni royalists.63 Hasan Sabri al-Kholi, Chief of Nasser’s Office, criticised

American policy for attempting to hold back the forces of history. He noted that the

US supported the Saudi monarchy and other ‘reactionary, unpopular regimes which

are destined to be overthrown’. Dashing hopes for an early Egyptian withdrawal, al-

Kholi proclaimed that ‘25 or even 50 years would be required to bring Yemen into the

20th century’. The nature of the change desired, not the belief that history advanced in

a linear fashion, divided Polk from his Egyptian interlocutors. Pursuing an opening to

Nasser, Polk reassured Cairo governor Salah Dessuqi that the US was ‘not necessarily

in favor of supporting kings or regimes’ that were ‘anachronistic’, but he stressed that

‘reform and moderation must take place in an atmosphere of less hostility’.64

Egyptian leaders cited a concept endorsed by Americans, that outside intervention

could accelerate backward countries’ development, to justify Egyptian involvement in

the Arabian peninsula. In their view, Egypt’s conflict with Saudi Arabia embodied the

clash between progress and tradition. They rejected Polk’s insistence that Egypt could

solve its own economic problems only by cutting ties with Moscow and withdrawing

from regional adventures. Polk shared with the Egyptian leadership a preference for an

authoritarian approach to development, a concern with population control, and the

mistaken belief that the Muslim Brotherhood was fading into the past. Nevertheless,

Polk failed to convince Nasser to follow the American blueprint for modernisation.
As both a scholar and diplomat, Polk confronted what he saw as the crisis of Arab

modernisation. He incorporated his theory about the ‘new men’ of developing

societies – western-trained ‘effectives’ whose technical abilities shattered traditional

patterns of authority – into a national policy paper on Egypt written for Walt

Rostow’s Policy Planning Council.65 Egypt’s ‘new men’ consisted of Nasser and the

other military officers who had seized power in 1952. After suspending, and then

eliminating, Egypt’s multiparty political system, Nasser’s government appealed to

civilian intellectuals on the basis of a commitment to economic development.66

Polk regarded the ‘new men’ as representing the forces of historical change with which
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the US must align to contain communism. This goal, he implied in a Foreign Affairs
article, took precedence over democracy, which would come only when a political

synthesis conferred legitimacy on the ‘new men’. In the upheavals of 1963, Polk

discerned warnings about how the crisis of modernisation could go terribly wrong. For
him, Iraq served as ‘an example of the most dangerous and destructive way a new

synthesis can be sought, if not achieved’.67

From his arrival at the State Department until his departure for the University of

Chicago in 1965, Polk advocated cooperation with Nasser’s regime. In January 1962,
Polk had written to Komer at the National Security Council that the US should offer

Egypt additional PL-480 food aid and send a high-level economic planner to Cairo.
Kennedy should then hold out the possibility of an invitation to visit the US as a

reward for Nasser’s good behaviour.68 Polk identified Egypt’s development as the key

to regional security. Egypt’s ‘appalling social and health problems’, he believed, forced
the government to seek legitimacy through external confrontations that necessitated

arms purchases from the Soviet Union. Using the promise of new economic aid, the
US could persuade Nasser to redirect 1% of Egypt’s defence budget toward domestic

development and to curb propaganda attacks on the US, Israel, and the Arab
monarchies. The issue ‘of greatest importance’ was restraining Egypt’s population

growth, which amounted to ‘600,000 new stomachs a year’. Even with Soviet help

building the Aswan high dam, Egypt’s living standards were certain to decline unless
the population was brought under control.69 Polk, like Nasser, made Egyptian

development the basis for his political strategy. For America’s leading Arabist,
modernising Egypt was the way to slow the Arab–Israeli arms race, cool Nasser’s

regional ambitions, and contain Soviet influence.
As he emphasised to Rostow, Polk enjoyed ‘excellent contacts’ inside Egypt. His

diplomacy frequently involved debating the nature of development with the ‘new men’
around Nasser.70 Accompanying JFK’s envoy Chester Bowles early in 1962, Polk

hobnobbed with Vice President Zakariya Muhieddin, Dessuqi, and intelligence chief

Sami Sharaf.71 Later that year, Polk and Rostow invoked US history to educate
Egyptian officials about the development process. They sought to convince industry

minister ‘Aziz Sidki that raising rural living standards quickly would be to Egypt’s
economic and political benefit. In the late nineeenth century, the pair explained, land-

grant colleges and the ‘Sears Roebuck catalog’ had enabled the US to develop an
internal market for domestic, private-sector manufactures, an urgent priority for

Egypt’s economy and a proven strategy for neutralising populist radicalism.72

As Polk focused on the superpower rivalry, Nasser conducted Egypt’s foreign and

domestic policies within an ideological matrix that also included Arab socialism and

Islamism. Polk’s interest in Egyptian development grew out of his concern that regional
conflict would benefit the Soviet Union. ‘It is the international significance of the UAR’,

Polk wrote, ‘– not the tragic social problems of Egypt – which leads the two rival power
systems to shower their largess on Egypt.’73 Three years before the outbreak of the June

1967 war, Polk predicted in an ‘eyes only’ memo to Rostow that an unchecked Arab–
Israeli arms race would lead, ‘during the President’s next term’, to ‘a situation at least as
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dangerous as Cuba with perhaps many of the implications of a Viet Nam’. Israel’s
acquisition of nuclear weapons would ‘throw the UAR into Soviet arms’.74 Polk

interpreted the Muslim Brotherhood simply as a retrograde movement, while Nasser

incorporated the Islamist threat into his strategy of extracting aid from both superpowers.
Neither man anticipated the way in which political Islam would come to fill the vacuum

left by Egypt’s military defeats abroad and economic failures at home.
Prior to being released in late 1964, Sayyid Qutb authored Ma‘alim fi al-Tariq

(Milestones). The radical culmination of a decade’s imprisonment since visiting the
US, it proclaimed western democracy as ‘sterile’ and Marxism as ‘defeated’.75 Most

threatening to Nasser, Qutb justified the Egyptian government’s destruction by
associating it with the jahiliyya, the state of moral ignorance prior to the revelation of

Islam.76 In 1965, Nasser’s government accused the Brotherhood of plotting to

overthrow the regime and rearrested prominent members. Qutb was returned to
prison in August, and security forces raided the Brotherhood stronghold of Kardasa

near the Pyramids, the first of many such operations that sent suspects to prison where
they faced torture. While visiting the Soviet Union later that month, Nasser divulged

the plot in a speech delivered to Arab students studying in Moscow. Nasser discussed
the obstacles to Arab unity and referred to the ‘pressures [daghut ]’ that the US had

attempted to exert on Egypt through the food aid programme. In a thinly veiled

accusation against the US, he charged Sa‘id Ramadan, the exiled son-in-law of
Brotherhood founder Hasan al-Banna, with organising the anti-regime plot with

assistance from ‘colonialism and reaction [al-isti‘mar wa al-raj‘iya ]’.77

During his Soviet trip, Nasser retired to a hunting lodge with Leonid Brezhnev, Alexei

Kosygin and Anastas Mikoyan. According to US estimates, Egypt received one-third of
total Soviet aid sent to non-Communist bloc countries.78 Soviet leaders cautiously

supported Nasser’s Arab socialism and state political apparatus, the Arab Socialist Union
(ASU), which in their eyes helped make Egypt into ‘one of the shining examples of the

“non-capitalist road to development”’ that Soviet theorists had come to accept in the

‘third world’.79 Nasser himself regarded Arab socialism as an alternative to the
superpowers’ formulas and even as a development model for non-Arab societies. Egypt’s

‘new pioneering experiment’, proclaimed the Charter setting out Nasser’s principles, has
already had ‘far-reaching effects on the liberation movement in Africa, Asia and Latin

America’.80 Prompted by Soviet ideological shifts, the Egyptian Communist Party
dissolved itself in April to merge with the ASU, but the Brotherhood remained beyond

Nasser’s control.81 Female Islamist Zaynab al-Ghazzali, who secretly disseminated

Milestones and accused Egypt’s secret police of trying to assassinate her, mocked the ASU
for what she regarded as its empty slogan of ‘freedom’. The semi-official newspaper al-

Ahram identified al-Ghazzali as ‘the direct link [al-sila al-mubashara ]’ between the
domestic conspiracy and its foreign sponsors.82

With negotiations on a new PL-480 aid package temporarily stalled, Egypt applied
pressure by explicitly linking Brotherhood members and other conspirators to the

US.83 While in Moscow, Nasser himself implicated journalist Mustafa Amin, who had
been arrested for espionage on 21 July while meeting with a US diplomat.84
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In December, prosecutors announced that Sa‘id Ramadan had plotted with figures
inside Egypt. He was accused of conspiring with western intelligence agencies and the

US-sponsored Central Treaty Organisation, ‘which allegedly provided the money’.85

The truth behind these allegations is elusive. In official accounts describing the plot, its
scope seems implausible.86 But journalist Ian Johnson has detailed Washington’s prior

dealings with Ramadan.87 Former Soviet spy Yevgeny Primakov argues that the CIA
helped to ‘establish the Muslim Brotherhood’s Islamic Center in Geneva’,

where Ramadan was based.88 Whether or not Nasser’s government exaggerated the
conspirators’ plans and their US ties, its prosecution of the Brotherhood served

the interests of Nasser’s non-aligned and Arab socialist policies.
Given that Polk failed to secure Egypt’s withdrawal from Yemen and break with

Moscow, he based his continued close relationship with Nasser on their shared assessment

of the modernisation crisis. In November 1965, just when Brotherhood members were
being charged as US spies, the pair debated Rostow’s prescriptions for fostering a ‘national

market’ in developing countries. Nasser was familiar with The Stages of Economic Growth,
which al-Ahram had serialised in Arabic, and Polk reported that the Egyptian leader

‘would very much like to have a chance to talk with Walt at considerable length’. Nasser
shared Polk’s alarm over population growth in Egypt. ‘I am haunted’, the Egyptian leader

confessed, ‘by the birth of nearly 800,000 new people each year’.89 In a later exchange,

Nasser linked media consumption to population control: ‘You know, here in the cities we
have the cinema and television to occupy us in the evenings but in the villages making love

is the only way that a man can find any pleasure.’90 Despite political differences, Polk and
Nasser both wanted to transform traditional, rural society before it overwhelmed the

emergence of a new synthesis. The crackdown on the Brotherhood served to underscore
the political dangers of modernisation. Navigating the crisis required not only managing

social change effectively but also defending the authority needed to do so.
Just as Nasser associated Islamists with ‘reaction’, Polk dismissed the Brotherhood

merely as an obstacle to the modernising process spearheaded by the ‘new men’. In The

United States and the Arab World, Polk described ‘Egyptian frustration and anguish’
immediately following World War II as reflected ‘in the rise of such extremists as fascist

youth groups and the Muslim Brotherhood’. Egyptians, ‘now really leaderless’, he
observed, portending the seizure of power by Nasser and other officers, ‘were unable to

find a path to their future’.91 At the same time, some in Nasser’s circle rejected altogether
the belief that America’s experience held lessons about modernisation. Nasser’s

confidant and al-Ahram editor Muhammad Hasanayn Haykal observed that America’s

history had ‘its own unique peculiarities [khusa’isuha al-dhatiya al-farida ]’, including a
vast continent protected by an oceanic barrier during the country’s formative century,

circumstances that no developing people could hope to replicate. Haykal also noted that
Washington’s interests frequently required retarding other countries’ progress, and he

blamed Rostow, Polk’s boss, for the CIA’s dirty tricks.92

Polk stayed committed to his ‘new men’ thesis, even after Nasser’s authoritarian

overreaching and the Brotherhood’s strength became apparent. During his 1965 visit to
Egypt, Polk reported, several ‘old friends were quite bitter about the heavy-handed
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paternalism of the regime’. Such expressions of discontent, ‘except for the residues of the
Muslim brotherhood attempt, were predictable within the scheme of analysis I

developed for Egypt’. The country’s ‘new men’, who were ‘aware of their capabilities and
skills in all fields but the political, are restive under the autocracy of Nasser’s regime’. A

synthesis in the form of ‘representative government’, he predicted, was ‘in the cards for
Egypt over the coming ten to twenty years’.93

Events did not bear out Polk’s expectations regarding Egypt’s democratic and secular
development, but he stayed close to members of the country’s western-educated elite. As

the Soviets were building up their military presence in Egypt following the 1967 war,
Polk invited Hassan Fathy, the critic of American suburbia, to the Adlai Stevenson
Institute to study village development and to work on an urban renewal project in

Chicago’s inner city.94 After Nasser’s death, when Sadat ‘inherited an economy on the
verge of complete collapse’, he accompanied the expulsion of Soviet advisors and

repudiation of Arab socialism with an opening to non-radical Islamists.95 The
assumptions uniting Polk and the ‘new men’, that development had a systematic, linear

character, were no longer tenable during the most tumultuous years of the Arab–Israeli
conflict and the era of Sadat’s political and economic experimentation.

Conclusion

This article fills a gap in the literature on cold war modernisation between studies that
emphasise conflict in international development and those that describe modernisation

theory as the overseas edition of American liberalism. By identifying common
assumptions underlying American and Arab modernisers’differences, it reinterprets US–

Arab relations and contributes to a fuller understanding of the cold war in the Third
World. Indeed, the shared hope for rapid, systematic change aggravated political conflicts

in which the US became involved, such as the violent battles between Communists and
Ba‘thists in Iraq and between Nasser’s Arab socialist regime and the Muslim Brotherhood

in Egypt. This ‘crush’ of ideologies reflects how the cold war inflated expectations
regarding total modernising systems implemented at the state level and helped to escalate
an earlier competition among Arab anti-colonial movements. Faith that a linear,

systematic process could develop the Arab Middle East did not outlast the 1960s, because
none of the ideologies competing on the basis of such a belief managed to deliver the

promised societal transformation. The circumstances in which we live, however, are a
legacy of this ideological rivalry and of the hopes fed by it.
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